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About This Game

Do whatever you can to survive this zombie-filled nightmare! You’ll face an unending horde of block hungry zombies, ready to
pull you apart pixel by pixel. But don’t panic yet! There’s a wide array of deadly weapons and helpful environments to take them
down. From knives and clubs to tanks and brain crushing trains - you’ll have everything you’ll need to keep one step ahead of the

swarm.

Features

A cast of over 40 unique characters with specialized weapons

6 merciless maps filled with bloodthirsty zombies

Unstoppable hordes of zombies, including elite special monsters

3D environments drenched in pixel blood

Millions of Pixel Zombies were harmed in the making of Zombie Bloxx
Download today and kill some more!
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Title: Zombie Bloxx
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Roosh Interactive
Publisher:
Big Blue Bubble
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7

Processor: 2.2 GHz dual core or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: On-Board GPU with 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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zombie bloxx itunes. zombie bloxx. zombie bloxx apk. скачать zombie bloxx. zombie blox mod apk

Unpretentious storyline but so fun to play! Having that retro feel just gives it a kick and I haven't realized that squashing
zombies could be so rewarding :). First impression is retrographics similar to Minecraft, but hillarious insanity follows
immediately.

Provoke zombies and make them die by accident. Well, long series of "accidents". Which can be diverse. Just like your
characters. It is very easy to get addicted.. Honestly, Unity games usually let me down or fall short on certain aspects. However,
this title actually surprised me with its "8bits box-like" cute -but deadly!- character design, its spiking difficulty and its fun
gameplay.

Also, its simple mechanics combined with actually tough challenges and a huge variety of characters, weapons and
environments, makes it a game that never gets old, because the scenarios are always changing.

If you are looking for a fun, different and challenging game, then you should try this one out.

I'm really glad the devs reached out to me to take a look at their game, I think it's worth every penny. I am looking forward to
playing day 2!
. I am really enjoying this game so far! Where so many games seem like copies of each other, it's really nice to see something
that feels fresh and new like this. It is difficult but not so difficult to be frustrating. The 8-bit 3D isometric look to the game
makes it look old-school but modern at the same time. Highly recommended!

. If you like retro-voxel games, this is exactly what you are looking for - cute with awesome gameplay. Being chased by
zombies, trying to get them to fall into a fire (and you falling in it by mistake) is just funny - this brought a smile on my face
more than once. Graphics is excellent, high in details and yet keeping the 'retro' look well! Highly recommended!. Pretty fun
little game! love the action and chaos of slaying hordes of zombies!. Zombie Bloxx is deceptively simple title that can be played
with just one button. (Video Review w\/ Game Giveaway.) https:\/\/youtu.be\/0rjOD9eeG2s You can use the mouse to put
waypoints on the map to move your character, all why trying to kite zombies into environmental hazards. You can also use a
controller for direct "twin stick" movement. There is character specific weapons that will randomly spawn on the map,and these
flip the roles and have you chasing down zombies for a short period. With over 40 characters, each with their own weapon and
upgrades, the replay value is very high. All currency is earned in game, and coins buy normal characters, while gems buy
battlefield special abilities or special character unlocks. There is multiple achievements, challenges, leaderboards and more,
making this title a joy to keep playing. The maps are varied with old west towns, prehistoric plains, cityscapes and even war
zones. Getting a horde of zombies to cross a runway just as a jumbo jet takes off is a blast to experience, and moments like this
are frequent. I would love to see more enemy types other than the handful on display here, and would also like to see more
random perks appear on the map. These are both nitpicks though, and don't hurt the title. Great game, simple but oh so fun..
Wow, Awesome Game and too addictive. Using environment for killing is nice startegy with different environments and
charcters. Cool work Developers.. The game is a lot of fun. The characters and their powers are hilarious (love the Unicorn and
Nun) and I enjoy the variety of characters. Simple to learn, simple to play but doesnt mean its not challenging!
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Wasn't sure exactly what to expect but ended up really enjoying it. Will be coming back to it whenever I have some time to kill.
Hilarious fun and lots of different environments and ways to kill the zombies. Well worth the $5!

Essentially an endless runner where zombies constantly spawn and you use the environment to kill them.. its like if crossy road
and left4dead were mixed together in a blender
A+\/10. Fun little game that's kinda like an 8bit twin stick shooter
Going back and forth with my friend setting a stupid high score was what made it fun
Liked seeing what the powerup did for each character..that being said the nun seemed op
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